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The Prophet’s Dictionary by Paula Price is an essential tool for laymen, prophesiers, pastors,
intercessors, and dreamers of dreams. As an all-in-one dictionary and reference book containing
over 1,600 relevant definitions of terms and phrases for the prophetic realm of Christian ministry,
it will show you how to:Experience the power of the gifts of prophecyUnderstand their operation
in our modern worldCorrectly interpret and apply God’s prophetic wordsDistinguish between
true and false prophetsDifferentiate between spiritual and natural dreamsUnderstand God-given
dreamsDevelop your spiritual giftsIn addition, the author exposes ancient religious seductions
and how they have infiltrated movies, television, and books. Prophetic visions and clues to
interpreting their symbolism, imagery, and signs are also included. People from all walks of life
can benefit as this book aids in the understanding of what may be expected from prophets or the
prophetic ministry. Delve deeper and you will find much more.God speaks to us today! 

About the AuthorPaula A. Price is an international voice on the subject of apostolic and prophetic
ministry. She has founded and established three churches, an apostolic and prophetic Bible
institute, a publication company, a consulting firm, and a global collaborative network linking
apostles and prophets together for the purpose of kingdom vision and ventures. Although she
has written over twenty-five books, manuals, and other course material on the apostolic and
prophetic, she is most recognized for her unique 1,600-term Prophet’s Dictionary, a concise
prophetic training manual entitled Church Prophets, and her most recent releases, Divine Order
for Spiritual Dominance, a tool for five-fold ministry, and Eternity’s Generals, an explanation of
today’s apostle. Paula is host of her own program, Let’s Just Talk: Where God Makes Sense. She
has a D.Min. and a Ph.D. in Religious Education from Word of Truth Seminary in Alabama. She is
also a wife, mother of three daughters, and the grandmother of two. She and her husband Tom
presently pastor New Creation Worship Assembly in Tulsa, Oklahoma. 
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Pages 8 - 26 are not included in this sample. Pages 33 - 603 are not included in this
sample.

Prophet, Arise: Your Call to Boldly Speak the Word of the Lord The Seer Expanded Edition: The
Prophetic Power of Visions, Dreams, and Open Heavens The Divinity Code to Understanding
Your Dreams and Visions Pigs in the Parlor: A Practical Guide to Deliverance
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Trina Hope Edwards, “Insightful and Helpful- Spirit Led. An awesome aid into revelational
knowledge. God resource for learning more about your Prophetic gift.”

DocAnn, “Good book. Good book”

ZELDA Sanders, “A excellent teaching  tool. This was a very helpful book but it was too
expensive”

Terrell Brown, “Best book ever!. I’ve never read a book so detailed with scriptures. This book is a
must have for all prophets and prophetic people.”

Candace Lopez, “Just from the definitions and terms that I have read and glances at so far I can
definitely see that this book would be a great. Extremely detailed and knowledge filled dictionary
and reference book and from skimming through the pages I am quite excited to get into it and
see what I can learn from it as time passes along. Just from the definitions and terms that I have
read and glances at so far I can definitely see that this book would be a great help in expanding
my prophetic knowledge. 4 stars because the book has not been used as yet but as time passes
along I can see myself coming back to raise it to 5 stars. Definite recommendation for anyone
who wants to understand the prophetic or sees themselves walking in the prophetic gift.”

destinee, “Definitely recommend. I absolutely love this I been reading this through my childhood.
This is amazing to help disarming your dreams and things in your everyday life.”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Prophet’s Dictionary. I expected to find more info about the symbols
in my dreams, but it is still quite thorough.”

Dean Noble, “excellent. This dictionary is very good it help me a lot, found that Dr Price put a lot
more to the many words than what I expected, plus names of Syrian gods, Egyptian gods, and
more, which again was helpful for me in my understanding of the Prophets and gifting, like I said
on the "Prophets Handbook" very helpful”

Asia, “has been a useful guide for growing in understanding of dreams. Overall, has been a
useful guide for growing in understanding of dreams, visions and other symbolism that God is
using today. Would recommend it to anyone, but will emphasize that this is of course not an
encyclopaedia of all possible symbols/images - it is rather a good guide/starting point. It also
give clear explanation of the many ancient pagan cult influences that one sees growing in the
world today.”



Tracey M, “Lovely book. Bought as a gift recipient was delighted”

Margaret Gyasi, “best book for understand words and visions. i brought the product for my other
half to help him in ministry, he said it really helpful and i myself did look into it a couple of times....
it has excellent reference to bible giving understand of dreams as well as propchey men of God
will give you”

winbed, “the prophet's dictionary. excellent book, brought extra copies for friends! A must read
tool concerning the world of the prophetic; creates awareness and insight into the supernatural
realm. Highly recommended!”

The book by Stormie Omartian has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 1,309 people have provided
feedback.
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